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RaceHub Version 3.1 
 

Version 3.1.1 
Released: June 19, 2024 
 

Bug fixes 
 

Area Description ID 

LED The LED settings for assists and flags are now saved when RaceHub is 
closed, so you don’t need to redo the configuration each time. 

2391 

Game Setup Updated the plugin for Le Mans Ultimate to prevent the game from 
crashing. 

2387 

Shift Lights Save the optimal shift point correctly. 2392 

Pedal Maps The coordinate indicators were off when RaceHub was in big-screen mode. 2394 

Pedal Maps Pedal maps were not always in the correct state (enabled/disabled) after 
RaceHub was launched. 

2395 

Static Color Improved the user interface so the selected device is still selected when 
the RaceHub window is re-activated. 

2399 
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Version 3.1.0 
Released: June 7, 2024 
 

New or changed functionality 
 
Steering Wheel 
 

Area Description ID 

Button 
Configuration 

Added a new input mode option (Position Based – Pulse) for the rotaries. 
The new option accommodates games that don’t support when the 
encoder holds the value. 

1985 

 
 
Pedals 
 

Area Description ID 

Calibration Added a value when calibrating an MLCPC brake to indicate at what point 
100% brake power is reached. This value is also displayed afterward.  
 
This feature is already used on the THORP brake and can help you dial in 
the brake and quickly see if the brake is set up correctly. 

1550 

Pedals Maps Improved the pedal maps’ graph UI. 1989 
2000 

Miscellaneous Pedals with very old firmware can now be updated to the newest firmware 
using RaceHub. 

2075 

 
 
RaceHub 
 

Area Description ID 

Game Setup Support for F1 24. 2284 

Miscellaneous Added a photosensitivity warning to RaceHub. 2323 

Miscellaneous Minor UI improvements. 2314 
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Bug fixes 
 

Area Description ID 

Torque Fixed an issue that stopped presets from being deleted.  2345 

Assists Improved how the assists page handles a device with no LEDs. 2364 
2365 

Idle Mode Solved a problem with demoing the idle mode after RaceHub has been 
inactive. 

2311 

Static Color The device selected in the menu could be different than the displayed 
device. 

2338 

Game Setup Added a missing description of which data DiRT Rally 2.0 supports. 2334 

Game Setup Solved an issue where the game setup page could end up in an invalid 
state. 

2312 

 
 


